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NEW FEATURES

Modulosteel: a flexible storage system
which can be customised in endless ways!
Good news for serious wine lovers! This year, EuroCave is offering new storage solutions. The
Modulosteel system has evolved, providing even more modularity and flexibility, allowing you to
organise your natural wine cellar even more effectively.

Why choose Modulosteel?

• A decidedly modern design.
• A steel structure, which can be adjusted or added to.
• Modulosteel is easy to install and can be adjusted to
mid-height, allowing it to adapt to all cellar layouts.
• Structure made in France.

The advantages of Modulosteel

Modulosteel offers a wide range of equipment
allowing you to optimise your storage space and give
it a warm feel, according to your requirements.
• A stable, robust structure in stainless steel.
• Bottles securely held thanks to the Main
du Sommelier bottle supports.
• 3 types of bottle storage: ‘‘storage’’, ‘‘display’’
and sliding shelf system which can store a case
of wine.

New features

• A structure 520 mm
wide which can store
up to 85 bottles.
• A sliding shelf to store
your
wine
cases
and the possibility
of fitting up to 7 of
them vertically in the
structure.
Price (including taxes)
varies depending on
the layout chosen.
2,400 Euros (including
taxes) for the layout
shown above.

EUROCAVE – EXPERTS IN WINE PRESERVATION AND STORAGE
Because your wine drinking experience is important, EuroCave has created wine serving and storage solutions so
that each tasting experience offers the full array of emotions mirroring your encounter with the wine producer.
And the reason why, all around the world, the best bottles are cared for by EuroCave, is because we have always been
driven by the requirement that our equipment offers a faithful rendition of the passage of time.
Find further information on www.eurocave.com
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